As ten plunged to death in the sea, following a crash of two movie "sneer" planes off the Pacific coast near Los Angeles, a camera was at hand, by strange coincidence, to snap this unique scene. The planes were those of the Fox Film corporation which burst into flames and fell 1,000 feet following collision, bearing to death, among others, Kenneth Hawks, director, and husband of Mary Astor. The photograph was taken from a ship which was passing by.

(Photograph from W. W. World.)

Mr. and Mrs. Hohenzollern--Life ofFrozen at Doorne, Holland, resulted in this new and intimate photograph of the former Kaiser and his helper. Note how white Wilhelm's hair and beard have grown.

(Photograph from W. W. World.)

Fashions of 1,300 years ago--Ancient Chinese burial clay figures, in exhibition in the department of anthropology at Field Museum of Natural History, give proof that the V-neck was in vogue among the orientals as far back as the seventh and eighth centuries. And the princess on the right had short sleeves.

(Photograph from Field Museum.)

Whether it's diving, or an airy pirouette upon the ice, Aileen Riggin will be found performing with consummate skill and grace. The champion of the tank is encountered here upon a rink at Quebec, where she has been reveling in winter sports.

(Photograph from W. W. World.)

Qualifying round--Mr. Bobby Jones III, if you please, son of the Great Golfer, tries his hand at society in Atlanta. He is a guest at the birthday party of Miss Lewis Baker; and it's Miss Baker with whom he is here discovered.

(Photograph from W. W. World.)

Dusty ocean--The American cruiser Milwaukee, sprinting from one Pacific port to another, kicks up a frothy trail. The ship was on route from Taku, China, to Chingwangan.

(Photograph from W. W. World.)

That's fine. Now try it again--it's Leon Errol, the comic fellow of revue, suffering a round of golf during a winter holiday at Miami Beach. He has the wrong foot on the wrong side, of course; but that's no more than is to be expected of Leon's feet.

(Photograph from W. W. World.)

Chicago honors Mex-ico's president-elect--Pawpaw Ortiz Rubio, who made acquaintance with the city last week-end, at the Union League club, where he was a dinner guest of the Association of Commerce. He attended in company with Rufus Jones, president of the 1933 World's Fair. Senior Rubio stands between C. M. Moderewill, Union League presi-dent, and Charles W. Schur, president of the Association of Commerce.

(Photograph from W. W. World.)